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A few words from
the president:
Dear Alumni, Students, Parents and Families, Faculty, Emeriti Faculty,
Staff and Friends,
Welcome to Homecoming! We are looking forward to a marvelous weekend celebrating Pacific and one another. Our students, staff and faculty
have spent the last year planning a terrific series of events, including a Tiger
Tailgate, Tiger Rally, Homecoming Parade and Taste of Pacific.
There will be parties and plays, academics and athletics, and lots and lots
of food and fun.
Special congratulations go out this year to the Gladys L. Benerd School of
Education on its 90th anniversary.
Congratulations as well to the many classes, fraternities, sororities, clubs
and programs celebrating their reunions this weekend. Thank you, alumni,
for coming home!
Proud parents and families, this is a special weekend for you as well. You
have become lifelong Pacificans during your students’ studies. Our University is your home, too.
Students — thank you for the energy and enthusiasm you have shown
around Homecoming. Have fun this weekend — and be safe!
I hope all of you enjoy our beautiful campus and one another this weekend, and that you find time to reconnect with faculty, rekindle old friendships and form new ones.
Many thanks to the Pacific Alumni Association, the Pacific Parent Association and our students, staff and faculty for their tireless work to plan this
event. Finally, cheers to all of you for coming home and making this event
a success.
Have a wonderful Homecoming! Go Tigers!
Warmly,

Pam Eibeck
president

A warm welcome from ASuop president:
Hello Pacific Tigers!

Jess Escobar

Welcome to the second annual (21st century
version) Homecoming!
The ASuop Arts and Entertainment team
has been working tirelessly to make this
event bigger than the last. There has been
a monumental effort in collaboration with
numerous campus partners, including the
Alumni Association, Athletics and Greek Life.
This is a time for students, parents and
alumni to come together and celebrate Pacific.
Pacific has offered past and current students
unforgettable experiences, and this is another
to add to the list.
There is an array of events happening this
weekend, from various alumni reunions to
Taste of Pacific. As students, our role is to be a
part of the experience and take it all in. There
will be networking events to attend, where
eager alumni wait to share their experiences
with us.
At the Tiger Tailgate and Food Truck Frenzy,
there will be food trucks with a spread of food
for us to enjoy. Tiger Rally is a new tradition
at Pacific, which was able to come to fruition
this year.
The beloved tradition of Lip Sync is being
combined with basketball’s Midnight Mania.
Some of us will be participating in Tiger Rally
performances, and others will be helping put
the event on. There will also be those who

come and watch the performances and athletic
stunts, which the teams have worked hard to
perfect.
Our Arts and Entertainment team has taken
a new spin on the old tradition of Homecoming
Court. This is unlike the traditional
homecoming court, as it is based on merit,
Pacific Pride and community involvement. Be
sure to stay until the end of Tiger Rally for a
special surprise!
Parents, I would like to thank you for taking
the time to come and see what Pacific has to
offer your students. This event would not be
possible without your support. Please enjoy
the performances, which our students have
prepared for you.
Almuni, you are also an integral part of this
event. This is your home, and we are proud to
welcome you back.
Thank you for coming back and continuing
to be a part of the Pacific community. Also,
thank you in advance for sharing your
knowledge and know-how with us.
All of these groups coming together will
truly make for an amazing celebration of
Pacific’s history. Let’s have a great weekend!
Sincerely,

Yesenia Gutierrez
ASUOP President
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Editorial: Combining old traditions and new memories
October is a special time of year
at Pacific. Not only do the leaves
change color to make the campus even
more beautiful, but the university
welcomes alumni, family and friends
for Homecoming weekend. Last year
was the re-blossoming of a onceannual tradition: Homecoming, the
combination of Parents and Family
Weekend and Alumni Weekend.
Homecoming was a tradition at Pacific
until 1995 but Pacific brought the
festivities back last year.
Now we celebrate our second
annual Homecoming, and there are
several special new additions this
year. For example, Lip Sync and
Midnight Mania will be combined for
a new event titled Tiger Rally: United
We Roar.
In addition, the Associated
Students of University of the Pacific

initiated a Homecoming Court. ASuop
will select 12 individuals to serve on
the 2014-2015 Homecoming Court.
Those individuals will represent
academic excellence, Pacific pride and
community involvement, reports the
university’s website. The Royal Court
will be composed of one freshman
couple, one sophomore couple,
one junior couple and three senior
couples, and graduate students can
apply, so every student has a chance to
be recognized for his or her hard work
at Pacific. One male and one female
will be selected from the three senior
couples to serve as Homecoming
King and Queen. The winners will be
announced at the Tiger Rally on Oct.
17.
The Royal Court will ride in the
Homecoming Parade on Oct. 18 at
1 p.m. on the Miracle Mile. Many

organizations on campus designed
their own floats for the parade. As
more people show up, the parade
will become even more exciting, so
encourage your friends and family to
attend this free tradition.
While new traditions are being
established, old traditions are still
being honored. Many organizations
and graduating classes will be
celebrating reunions on campus with
their own unique Homecoming events.
The Class of 1974 will be celebrating
their 40th reunion. The Class of 1984
has a 30th reunion. The Class of 1989
will celebrate their 25th year. Lastly,
the Class of 2004 will have a 10th-year
reunion. With stark contrasts between
the price of gas, tuition, etc. over the
years, readers can get a sense of how
much the world has changed since
then.

Besides class reunions, a handful of
organizations will be commemorating
anniversaries as well. The Benerd
School of Education celebrates 90
years. Student Advisors will be
having a 40-year anniversary. Delta
Sigma Zeta Sorority Inc. will observe
their 40th anniversary. Delta Sigma
Pi commemorates 30 years. Pacific
Ambassadors celebrate a 10-year
anniversary. Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship and
Black Student Union will host reunion
parties as well.
Reunions are a wonderful incentive
for alumni to come back to visit the
University. While alumni are here,
students should take advantage of
the opportunity to pick their brains.
They’ve been here and done that, so
past graduates can offer perspective
and wisdom beyond what your peers

might have to offer.
It may be difficult to socialize
with alumni amidst the LipSync
performances during the Tiger Rally
and other school spirit-inducing
events, so students should plan to
attend other kinds of events too. Rub
elbows with alumni at Taste of Pacific
on Saturday, Oct. 18 at 4:30 p.m. on the
lawn of the Alex and Jeri Vereschagin
Alumni House, with $50 admission,
or at the Fellowship Continental
Breakfast following service on Sunday,
Oct. 19 at 10 a.m. in the Grace Covell
Banquet Hall for $15.
As old traditions are bridged with
new ones, old Homecoming memories
will likewise be supplemented by
the new. Invite as many friends and
families as you can to each event,
especially to ones that channel your
school spirit.
Advertise your Tiger pride by

stocking up on Pacific gear found in
the University Bookstore; according to
the Pacific Alumni Association, alumni
receive 10 percent off all clothing
and gift merchandise purchases by
presenting their alumni card. Alumni
also receive $2 off single admission
tickets to athletic events.
Founded on July 10, 1851, Pacific
was California’s first chartered
university. There are now over 80
undergraduate majors, 15 NCAA
Division I athletic programs and more
than 140 clubs and organizations on
the brick and ivy campus, which spans
175 acres, according to the University’s
website.
The University has changed
drastically since its inception as a
Methodist university in San Jose,
Calif., such as Pacific’s commitment to
achieving a more diverse and inclusive
student body. According to a press

release by the University, among this
year’s entering freshmen, 40 percent
are Asian American, 16 percent are
Hispanic, 9 percent come from outside
the United States and 3 percent are
African American.
According to Pacific President
Pamela A. Eibeck in a press release,
“They have chosen an institution with
a rich history and an exciting future,
where our faculty’s first commitment is
to teaching. Pacific students leave the
university with a superior education,
prepared for successful careers and
leadership in their communities.”
The University revealed some of
those successful careers include jazz
musician Dave Brubeck ‘42, former
San Francisco mayor George Moscone
‘53, NFL Coach Pete Carroll ‘73, ‘76,
human rights activist Sakena Yacoobi
‘77, musician Chris Isaak ‘80 and
NASA astronaut and engineer Jose

Hernandez ‘85.
While alumni return to campus to
reminisce for old time’s sake, current
students have the chance to forge
new memories they can later reflect
on as alumni. If you ever felt like you
didn’t participate in enough events on
campus, Homecoming is your chance
to rectify that.
Homecoming doesn’t come around
again until next October, and some
events will not be offered next year,
so try to attend as many events as you
can to maximize your Homecoming
experience. Don your Pacific shirt,
grab your family and friends and make
this a Homecoming you’ll never forget.
Pacificanly,

Nicole Felkins
editor-in-chief
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President Eibeck’s

2014 Holiday Card
Show your Tiger pride by designing the cover of the
President’s 2014 holiday card

The winner will receive an Amazon Kindle!
• Submit a jpg or pdf of your photo, artwork or
design to president@pacific.edu
• Nondenominational designs are encouraged

• Images must be 5 x 7
• Horizontal and vertical formats accepted
• Two entries maximum per student

Artwork is due by November 3
Questions? Call 209.946.3994

•

Pacific.edu/President
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TAP... IN!
W
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Student Advisors
celebrate 40 years

OCTOBER 17th-19th, 2014

HOMECOMING

SOCIAL MEDIA CHALLENGE

Does your photo have what it takes? Win BIG in University of the
Pacific’s Homecoming social media challenge. Explore the campus with
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram, and then post the following pictures
using the hashtags #PacificHC and #PacificAlumni and show
your friends why you love being a Tiger.
Selfie with Power Cat
Cheering at the Tiger Rally: United We Roar event
Food at the Tiger Tailgate and Food Truck Frenzy
Pose with alumni that are celebrating their reunion
Front of the Smith Gates
At the Alex and Jeri Vereschagin Alumni House
Group shot with the #PacificAlumni tiger frame
Your Homecoming registration badge
With a faculty or staff member
With something older than you (you don’t have to tell your age)
With something younger than you
At one of the Greek houses

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

PRIZES!

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

With a Pharmacy student at the community outreach event
Pose with a Pacific athlete
At Burns Tower
The Homecoming Parade
With someone you haven’t seen in a long time
With someone you just met
With a current student
With a tiger
With something orange
Your favorite building on campus
Pacific swag
Selfie and #ILovePacific because we know you do!

Prizes will be awarded for most creative photo, best showcase of tiger spirit, and most posts using
#PacificHC. Winners will be announced via social media and mailed their prize. Winners will be
chosen by a panel of alumni relations staff members. Let’s make #PacificHC a trending thread!

The Pacifican
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Pacific Student Advisors
The current class of Student Advisors on campus pose for a picture
together near the columns outside of Pacific’s library.

Nanxi Tang

GEneral Manager

This
Homecoming
weekend, Pacific Student
Advising will be celebrating
its 40-year anniversary.
According to Elisa Anders,
the current director of
Pacific Student Advisors,
“Student
Academic
Support Services provides
academic
support
to
Pacific students through
a variety of programs and
services.”
Since the program’s

inception in 1974, peer
advisors,
also
known
as
Student
Advisors,
have played a vital role
in
helping
students
transition into and achieve
academic
success
on
Pacific’s campus.
Student advisors are
held to a high standard of
confidentiality and care,
being required to maintain
a 3.0 minimum GPA, as
student advising

continued on page 16
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Getting a little taste of Pacific

Sarah Kellner

Lifestyles Editor

What is the most
important thing you’ve
learned at Pacific, and
where will it take you?

A fantastic event mixing wine and
alumni will be held on the lawn of the

Alex and Jeri Vereschagin Alumni House
from 4:30-6:30 p.m. on Saturday, Oct.
18.
Taste of Pacific is a chance for students
and alumni of all different backgrounds

“It’s not what you say, it’s
how you say it. Mastering
that will take you anywhere
you want to go.”

@Hector Moncada,
c.o. 2015

“Hold on to and cherish the
things you hold dear, because
before you even realize it,
those things may be gone
forever.”

@Galen King,
c.o. 2016

“Being dedicated; otherwise,
you won’t pass classes,
because they make you really
really work hard.”

taste of pacific

continued on page 11

Steve Yeater

@Muteb Channel,
c.o. 2015

“The most important thing
I’ve learned at Pacific is that
the piece of paper I am about
to earn is approximately
worth $164,000, and it is
taking me straight in to
debt! But on a more serious
note, I’ve learned that your
degree is something nobody
in this world can take from
you, because you took your
present day and will shape it
to become your future.”

@Dina Lell,
c.o. 2015

“I learned the importance of
saying ‘NO!’ While there are
many opportunities and ways
to get involved on campus,
sometimes you learn that
you can only do so much,
and that’s okay. Always put
academics and your loved
ones first.”

@Andrew Merenda,
c.o. 2016

“The greatest thing
I’ve learned is not to
procrastinate. That will
definitely take me further in
life in anything I do.”

@Stacy Wycoff,
c.o. 2015

“I’ve learned that it’s
important to step out of your
comfort zone, because it can
actually result in improving
and learning more about
yourself.”

@Brittany Watu,
c.o. 2016

to mingle and sample an array of wines
while nibbling on artisan snacks.
Last year, the event debuted
on campus and became an instant
sensation.
The atmosphere feels akin to a relaxed
music festival meets wine tasting setting.
With the price of admission at $50,
attendees will receive a complimentary
souvenir wine glass and the opportunity
to reconnect with friends and associates.
Anne Deutschmark ’85 commented,
“Taste of Pacific is a signature 2014
Homecoming event you don’t want
to miss. I always enjoy the delicious
appetizers and exceptional wines,
many from UOP alumni vintners. Most
importantly, I treasure my time spent
visiting with fellow alumni, faculty,
students and our extended Pacific
community… PRICELESS! Go Tigers!”
The wine supply comes from alumnirun or affiliated wineries and are
donated to the school just for this event.
Talk about Tiger pride! Wines to look
forward to and their Pacific affiliates:

What to expect from the One Acts
Emily Olsen

Staff reporter

The list of terms used
to
describe
Pacific’s
Homecoming festivities is
long and varied, but after
this weekend’s opening of the
Theatre Arts Department’s
fall production, there may
need to be a new addition:
“thought-provoking.”
The production uniquely
features three one-act plays
written by the acclaimed
American
playwright
Tennessee Williams. “This
Property is Condemned,”
“Talk to Me Like the Rain
and Let Me Listen” and
“27 Wagons Full of Cotton”
feature
tragic
heroines
who face oppression and
degradation in living out
their
everyday
realities.
Williams’ ability to treat his
characters and their stories
with shocking realism stems
from his own understanding
of reality. The playwright’s
beloved sister was victim
to
severe
psychological
problems; her image is
reflected in close to all of
Williams’ writings.
To get a sense of how
students in Pacific’s Theatre
Arts Department feel about
working
with
Williams’
emotionally dense stories,
The Pacifican spoke with
actress Kelly Manlaibayar
’17, who plays Flora in the

longest and last of the acts,
“27 Wagons Full of Cotton.”
“[This production] is
different
than
anything
I’ve ever done before or
anything the department has
done in a really long time,”
Manlaiybayar disclosed. “It’s
sort of like a slap of realism.”
It is precisely because of
the challenge posed by that
distinctive realism the “big
cast and small crew,” as
Manlaibayar puts, have been
putting in a high number
of hours since late August.
Similar to some of the other
students, Manlaibayar feels

that the role’s demanding
seriousness “takes [her]
out of her element” in a
refreshing way: “This is the
role that I’ve struggled with
the most ever […] but it’s
because of that frustration
that I love [playing Flora] so
much… I love the challenge.”
Just as the production
requires the actress to
step of her comfort zone,
Manlaibayar predicts that
the audience “will definitely
take something out of it
emotionally — they’ll be
moved one way or another.”
Take a break from the

rush of Homecoming to
see for yourself how the
three Williams works come
together for a dramatic eyeopener. For the optimal
experience, be sure to view
the show while adhering to
Manlaibayar’s biggest tip:
“Come with an open mind.”
The production is directed
by Lisa Tromavitch. Shows
will be held in the Long
Theatre on Oct. 17, 18, 24 and
25 at 8 p.m., or Oct. 19 at 2
p.m. and Oct. 23 at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $10 for students,
faculty and seniors and $12
for general admission.

Pacific Theatre Department

October 16, 2014
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All alumni, families and students are invited to celebrate!

Lip Sync • Tiger Rally: United We Roar
Parade on the Miracle Mile
Alumni Reunions • Tiger Tailgate • 5k Tiger Dash

!"#$%"#&$'()"#%*+'"(,$-*.'/$.0&1234"%&."%'(5$"#$677089809::;
•

•

•

#PacificHC
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A time of peace and love... Already 30 years ago...
Alex Rooney

opinion editor

Pacific welcomes back the class of
1974 for its 40th year reunion. Here
is a look at what it was like back then:
Students who graduated in 1974
experienced a Wild West-themed
homecoming parade their senior
year, as they pumped up for the
big game against the Santa Clara
University Broncos. University of the
Pacific celebrated a win that night
against Santa Clara, strengthening
the incredible spirit of the day tenfold.
Of course, in 1974 Pacific was still
cheering on its football team, which
had finished its best season since
1949. In the yearbook that year,
students were pictured cheering
loudly as they watched the Tigers
during a seven-game winning streak
culminating in a second place finish in
the Pacific Coast Athletic Association.
Though Head Coach Chester Caddas
was still only a rookie, as it was his
first year leading the team, he was
named Northern California Coach of
the Year for that season.
Elsewhere in the world of sports
in 1974, students who were also fans
of the Oakland Athletics watched the
team win their third World Series
in a row, and professional baseball
legend Hank Aaron hit the home run

that tied the previous record with
Babe Ruth. Of course, our own Tigers
baseball team had a fantastic season
that year as well, with their best winloss record in four years, and the
first seven hitters in their lineup also
hitting at least one home run each
that season.
1974 was also an intriguing time
in United States history. This was the
year that President Richard Nixon
resigned after a close impeachment
and turned over the presidency to
Gerald Ford, who pardoned him
a month later. The resignation
occurred
following
the
1973
Watergate scandal, in which Nixon
was found to have been illegally
recording conversations discussing
the concealment of unsavory events.
The early ‘70s saw the beginning
of the gas crisis as well, and many
students may remember having
to wait in long lines at the pumps
because of gas rationing for the war.
However, 1974 marked the end of
this rationing period, and with the
draft having ended a year before, life
for young men and women began to
return to normal.
1974 was an interesting year for
both the Pacific community and the
world at large.

Drew Jones

sports editor

This
Homecoming
weekend
reunites the class of 1984 for their
30-year reunion. Here is a look at
what life was like back then:
- Gallon of gas: $1.10
- President of the U.S.: Ronald
Reagan
- President of UOP: Stanley
McCaffrey
- Homecoming King and Queen:
Saverio Deluca ’84 and Lani Battiste
‘85
- Homecoming Theme: Pacific
Space Odyssey
- Men’s water polo was ranked
nationally at No. 7 to start the fall
1983 season
- Women’s volleyball finished the
season 37-4 and made it to the Final
Four at the national tournament.
Their longest win streak was 16
games, and they held the top national
ranking for several weeks.
- Academic Vice President Clifford
J. Hand passed away from lymphoma
in the fall of 1983. He began teaching
at Pacific in 1947. North Hall was
renamed Hand Hall in his honor.
- In October, Kenny Loggins
performed. He had two platinum
albums at the time and also had many
songs featured on the soundtrack of
“Caddyshack.”

- There were a few prank bomb
threats on campus that required
classes and buildings to evacuate.
- In January, The Clash performed
in the Alex G. Spanos Center.
- The drama department put on
“The Suicide” by Nikdai Erdman for
their fall play.
- Students were selected for Who’s
Who Among Students, an honors
program in American universities
and colleges.
- The School of International
Studies began a program for students
to retain the same tuition as Pacific
if, and when, they chose to study
abroad.
- The Summer Olympic Games
were held in Los Angeles. The United
States won first place, with 174 total
medals and 83 gold medals.
- Popular films: “Ghostbusters,”
“Footloose,” “A Nightmare on Elm
Street,” “The Terminator,” “Sixteen
Candles,” “Indiana Jones and the
Temple of Doom,” “Revenge of the
Nerds,” “Beverly Hills Cop,” “The
Karate Kid”
- Popular Songs: “Time After
Time” (Cyndi Lauper), “What’s Love
Got to Do with It” (Tina Turner),
“Hold Me Now” (Thompson Twins),
“Love Is a Battlefield” (Pat Benetar),
“99 Luftballoons” (Nena), “Uptown
Girl” (Billy Joel), “Born in the U.S.A.”
(Bruce Springsteen)

Coming back to
your roots…

Welcome
Home,
School of
Realize Your Poten/al. Inspire Greatness.

Educa<on
Alumni!

HOMECOMING
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1989, way back when...

A mere decade ago...

Sarah Kellner

Jodi Tai

lifestyles editor

“You’ve got mail”: The voice of AOL
wasn’t the only thing that stuck with
us to this day. It has been 25 years
since the class of 1989 graduated from
Pacific. In honor of this anniversary,
there will be a Champagne Celebration
at 10 a.m. in the DeRosa University
Center Ballroom on Saturday, Oct. 10.
The Reunion Committee includes
Tod Davis, Gregory Enloe, Mary Ann
Gomez, Johnny Kurokawa, Chris
Lozano and Tania (Zanotto) Walden.
Flashing back to the year 1989,
many things were evolving in the
world. According to NY Daily News,
the iconic symbol of non-violent
resistance, a still unidentified man
standing in front of moving tanks
in Tiananmen Square, China, was
snapped on June 5, 1989.
Students could be seen walking to
class with their portable CD players,
listening to popular musicians
like Duran Duran, Madonna, Paul
McCartney or the #1 song on the
Billboard Year-End Hot 100 singles:
Chicago’s “Look Away.”
Popular movies included “Indiana
Jones and the Last Crusade,” “Lethal
Weapon 2,” “Honey I Shrunk the Kids”
and “Ghostbusters II.” There were
plenty of notable sequels. However, a

certain standalone film left this class
with a note for success: “Carpe Diem.
Seize the day, boys. Make your lives
extraordinary.” These oft-quoted
words were spoken by the late Robin
Williams, Oscar-winning actor and
comedian, as teacher John Keating in
“Dead Poets Society.” Sitcoms also hit
the American radar with shows like
“Baywatch” and “Seinfeld.”
In sports news, 1989 was the year
of domination for the Bay Area, with
the Oakland Athletics taking the
World Series and the San Francisco
49ers snagging the Super Bowl.
Some very notable alumni emerged
from the class of 1989. Elaina Oden
went on to play volleyball for the
Olympics, and at the 1992 Summer
Olympics in Barcelona, Spain, Oden
became a bronze medalist. Another
notable alumni and successful author
is S.G. Browne. Graduating with
a degree in business organization,
Browne began pursuing creative
writing during his time at Pacific.
After graduating, Browne published
dark comedy and social satire in both
novel and short story form. With
elements of comedy, supernatural,
horror and satire, his publications are
not to be missed.
Lift a champagne flute to salute the
class of 1989!

News Editor

Pacific welcomes back the class of
2004 for their 10-year reunion. Here
is a look at how life was just 10 years
ago:
- During the fall semester of 2003,
The Pacifican printed its first issue
under the leadership of Editor-inChief Jennifer Murphy and faculty
advisor Professor Qingwen Dong.
- In January, the philosophy honor
society Phi Sigma Tau was reinstated
at Pacific.
- Stockton finished the 16-plex
City Centre Cinema as its latest
modification to revive downtown.
- The 2004 Grammy nominees
included Fountains of Wayne for
Best New Artist, Justin Timberlake
for Best Album of the Year and Lil’
Kim’s “Magic Stick” for Best Rap
Performance.
- On Feb. 19, Pacific men’s
basketball made its biggest victory
in seven years by beating nationally
ranked Utah State.
- On Feb. 24, master violinist
Lesa Terry performed a free concert
at 7:30 p.m. with the Brubeck Jazz
Sextet in Faye Spanos Concert Hall.
- Former Toronto Blue Jay AllStar Ed Sprague is announced as
Pacific baseball’s new coach.

- On March 27, Pacific held the
third annual Women’s Leadership
Conference in the Pacific Theatre.
- On March 31, the Pacific College
Republicans held a forum featuring
Stockton Mayor and Republican
state senatorial candidate, Gary
Podesto.
- On April 1, South African
archbishop, peace activist and
recipient of the 1984 Nobel Peace
Prize Desmond Tutu arrived as a
guest speaker in the Alex G. Spanos
Center.
- On April 1-8, Pacific hosted the
eight-day long Brubeck Festival to
commemorate the 40th anniversary
of the approval of the Civil Rights
Act, and to honor Dave and Iola
Brubeck for their service towards
social justice.
- On Oct. 25, vice-presidential
candidate Peter Camejo visited
Pacific to speak about labor rights,
affordable healthcare and the peace
and protection of the environment.
- In November, Chief Justice
William H. Rehnguist is diagnosed
with thyroid cancer.
- On Nov. 3, John Kerry concedes
the presidency to George W. Bush.
- On Dec. 2, the case for medical
marijuana reaches the Supreme
Court.

Benerd School of Education celebrates 90 years
Trevor Mone

Staff Reporter

This is an important year
for California education: It
is University of the Pacific’s
Gladys L. Benerd School of
Education’s 90th anniversary.
The school has a long history,
which has contributed to
more than just University of
the Pacific.
It has helped shape the
California education system.
The relationships between
people in the Benerd School
of Education are unique. Its
students are an embodiment
of its mission and success.
The school has been on the
forefront of education since
its inception.
On Jan. 10, 1924, it was one
of the first schools of education
to be accredited in California.
Dean Lynn Beck, who holds
a doctorate in education and
human development, stated,
“We have continuously been
accredited, not just at the
state but nationally, all the
way through the doctoral level
since the 1950s when such an
accreditation was available.”
Later,
it
gave
undergraduates
an

opportunity
to
become
teachers.
“In the 1960s, the school
offered one of the first
undergraduate
Teacher
Corps programs in the
United States,” according
to the Gladys L. Benerd
School of Education Mission
and
History.
Teaching
undergraduates to become
teachers was an important
step in American education
because it represented a shift
in education where the young
could be trusted to teach the
younger.
In the decades to follow,
bilingual education was on the
rise, and the BSE was yet again
a leader in developments in
education.
“In
the
1970s
and
1980s, it offered innovative
programs to prepare bilingual
educators, and, in the 1980s
and early 1990s, its Title VII
Doctoral Fellowship Program
prepared…
teachers
and
administrators in the fields
of bilingual education and
English as a second language,”
the Gladys L. Benerd School
of Education Mission and
History reports.
As America becomes a

complex salad bowl, bilingual
education
is
becoming
increasingly valuable.
Today,
the
school
is
multicultural
and
current. It has a large ESL
population, many of whom
are studying abroad to
become professionals within
education.
It stays ahead of the curve
by offering many degrees,
which cater to the ways
people can improve society
through education in our
complex education system. It
has an array of programs such
as: single and multiple subject
credentials, advanced degrees
in curriculum and instruction,
educational
leadership,
education psychology, special
education and many more.
An
outstanding
characteristic of the school is
the respect and appreciation
the staff, faculty and students
have for each other. Professor
Kellie Cain, who holds a
doctorate
in
education,
told The Pacifican which
characteristics of the BSE she
benerd school of education
continued on page 11

Jon Hill
Over its long 90-year history, the Gladys L. Benerd School of Education has
produced a myriad of teachers and professors.
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The Eberhardt School of Business welcomes home all alumni
and especially our business alumni. We look forward to seeing
you at the following events celebrating 37 years of excellence
in business education.
Pacific Golf Tournament
Friday, Oct. 17 :: 8:30 AM tee off
Kick off homecoming by spending a beautiful day on one of Stockton’s finest golf
courses with fellow alumni, students and friends. It’s a relaxed day of golf with a
scramble format and all the net proceeds of the event support the Eberhardt School
of Business Ray Sylvester Memorial Scholarship and the School of Engineering and
Computer Science Paul M. Sensibaugh Engineering Endowed Scholarship.
Homecoming Parade
Saturday, Oct. 18 :: 1:00 PM on the Miracle Mile
Grab your seat along Pacific’s Miracle Mile for a Homecoming tradition. Alumni,
student and community groups will entertain crowds as they make their way down
the Miracle Mile.
Delta Sigma Pi 30th Anniversary
Saturday, Oct. 18 :: 3:00 PM Knoles Lawn
Delta Sigma Pi–America’s Foremost Business Fraternity, Lambda Mu chapter invites
you to their 30th Anniversary celebration during homecoming weekend.

Pacific.edu/Business
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Alumni Spotlight: Students becoming teachers
Eve Zimmerman ‘84

Pacific Media Relations

Drew Jones

Sports Editor

Former Pacific tennis
player Eve Zimmerman ’84
will be returning to Pacific
this weekend to unveil
the
commencement
of
construction of the new stateof-the-art tennis facility.
The Eve Zimmerman
Tennis Center will feature
12 courts, a two-story 4,000
square
foot
clubhouse,
covered player benches and
a new electronic scoreboard
to be used by the men’s and
women’s tennis programs,
as well as the Stockton
community.
Zimmerman was a student
at Pacific from 1980 to 1984,
earning a Bachelor of Science
in Geology. The stellar
student-athlete was also a
member of Delta Gamma.
“Eve
was
a
tough
competitor, a player who
took her tennis very seriously
and fought hard for every
match,” stated former Pacific
Head Coach Gordon Graham.
“She was a key person in our
drive to become a top team
and eventually a conference
champion.”
“After four years playing
for the Tigers, I walked away
with a good base for my game
and a science degree that
will be forever valuable,”
Zimmerman expressed.

After
graduating,
Zimmerman went on to
train in California, and she
participated in the Satellite
Tour. Notably, she moved
on to the main tour and even
made it to the qualification
rounds of the Australian
Open and Wimbledon.
Zimmerman also played
on a professional team from
Germany, and at one time
she had an individual world
ranking of 200. She remained
on the main tour until 1989.
Zimmerman is currently
retired from tennis and lives
with her husband and sevenyear-old son in London. She
performs a lot of charity
work and also helps her son
develop his tennis game,
perhaps rearing another
Tiger tennis ace!
It was announced by
the athletic department on
Jan. 30 of this year that
Zimmerman contributed $1.5
million to Pacific for a brandnew tennis center. The entire
construction of the tennis
center will cost approximately
$3 million.
On Friday, Oct. 17,
Zimmerman will be present
for
the
groundbreaking
beginning of construction for
the new tennis facility. The
event will take place at 1 p.m.
near Chris Kjeldsen Pool and
the Pacific Field Hockey Turf.

benerd school of education
continued from page 9

believes makes it stand out.
“I think the fact that you really get to know
your professors, and it’s more like a family.
The relationships between students and
faculty.” When asked what the highlight of
her experience at the school has been, Beck
enthused, “The highlight are the people.
Students and the faculty and the alumni.”
The students in BSE are models of success
and passion for teaching. How would Cain
describe the students? She responded:
“Passionate. Really concerned about being
well-prepared to meet the needs of their
future students.”
The School of Education has instilled
this value in its students, who do their best
to develop it. Many students exemplify this
passion for teaching.
One of them is Jackie*, an international
student from Shanghai. When asked how she
heard about the BSE, she noted, “My college
has a program with UOP’s education school,
and it is a little girl’s dream to be a teacher….”
The BSE’s work to attract foreign students
shows its commitment to finding passionate
students who want to educate the world.
Another student who represents the
mission and values of the School of
Education is Elizabeth Lamanna, who won
the Who’s Who Among Students in American
Universities & Colleges award last year.
She explained, “I was motivated to attend
the BSE after I heard about their Master’s/
Single Subject Credential program. It seemed
like an ideal path to enhance my resume while
deepening my knowledge in both pedagogy
and curriculum design.”

She later explained how the BSE
contributed to her winning the award: “I
fully credit the BSE for this honor: the
caliber of our instructors and the rigor of our
coursework produce invigorated students
who are expected to work and think at the
highest levels.
Every student in the BSE is a credit to our
institution owing to the expectations and
support provided by our staff. I look forward
to bringing the knowledge and experience I’ve
gained through the BSE to my own classroom
and to the Valley’s learning community as a
whole.”
The BSE is celebrating its 90th
anniversary. The best word to describe its
history is innovation. It has been on the
forefront of education throughout its history
and today.
Two ways the school has accomplished
this is through valuing ESL education and
offering many degrees, which equip their
students to be advocates of change. None of
this could be possible without the excellent
relationships between the staff, faculty and
students.
A shared characteristic between every
student in the School of Education is a
passion for becoming the best teachers they
can.
To celebrate the school’s 90 years of
success, Pacific is hosting a brunch during
Homecoming on Oct. 18 from 10 a.m. to noon
in the DeRosa University Center. Alumni
will be attending and current students are
welcome to participate in the event and will
be compensated. As a current student in the
Benerd School of Education, I am proud to
be a member of a school, which has given so
much to the world.
*Name changed at student’s request.

One of a kind Wine & Music
taste of pacific

continued from page 6

Barsetti Vineyards – Janis
Barsetti Gray ‘72
Canihan Family Cellars –
Bill Canihan ‘82
Galante – Jack Galante
‘82
GlenLyon Vineyards and
Winery – Squire Fridell ‘64
Klinker Brick – Nicolas
Felten ’51 and Farrah
(Felten) Jolley ‘09
Loos Family Winery –
Brad Loos ’86, Kim (Harkins)
Loos ’87, Mark Loos ‘88
Vicarmont Vineyards &
Winery – Vic Mettler ‘85
Riaza Wines – Erin
(Durst) Taylor ‘99.
While attendees talk and
taste, the Brubeck Fellows
musical group will perform
smooth jazz. This five-piece
band attends The Brubeck
Institute of Music right here
in Stockton.
Earning
a
Brubeck
Fellowship is an exciting

indoctrination
into
a
prestigious
society
of
musicians. Each year, five
elite musicians are brought
together to present jazz
standards with complexity
and sheer beauty.
Another musical group
scheduled to perform is
the Pacific Stocktones, a
completely student-run A
capella group. Comprised of
roughly 20 members, this
group arranges music of all

genres to create a fun and
entertaining atmosphere.
The talented bunch will be
promoting their Christmas
album, “Christmas at Pacific,”
recorded and produced by
Pacific’s student-run Pac Ave
Records.
If you have a taste for
wine, good tunes and good
company, then head to Taste
of Pacific for a guaranteed
great experience.

Steve Yeater
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Gift

Every

Counts

T

he Pacific Fund helps create opportunities and fulfill
dreams at University of the Pacific. Your gift to the
Pacific Fund enables our students to pursue hands-on
learning in order to deepen their awareness of the world around
them and connect theory to practice. Your gift also enhances
our commitment to an innovative, high quality, studentfocused education, which prepares talented students to become
tomorrow’s leaders.

Every Gift Matters.
Every Gift Makes a Difference.
Show your support for Pacific students and make your gift to the
Pacific Fund today.

209.946.2500 | Pacific.edu/Makeagift
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Don’t miss Tiger Rally! UNITED WE ROAR!
Nicole Felkins
Editor-in-Chief

Alumni, students, family
and friends will have the
chance to display their Tiger
pride during Tiger Rally:
United We Roar, a new
event that combines the Lip
Sync dance competition and
Midnight Mania.
“Combining
two
of
Homecoming’s most popular
events,” states the University,
Lip Sync and Midnight Mania
will be held on Friday Oct. 17
from 8-11 p.m. in the Alex G.
Spanos Center.
A variety of organizations
on campus, such as sororities
and fraternities, will compete
in Lip Sync, “a competition
combining colorful storylines
and messages through the
use of pre-recorded speaking
roles, blends of music,
theatrical dance moves and
bold costumes,” informs
Pacific’s website.
Last year, Delta Gamma, a
sorority from the Panhellenic
Council, won the Lip Sync
competition. The audience

Fahad Almenai
Last year, Midnight Mania was a hit! Don’t miss out on Tiger Rally!

helps decide who the winner
is, so be sure to attend so your
vote counts.
Jenna Graves ‘16, a member
of the Panhellenic sorority
Kappa Alpha Theta, competed
with many of her sisters in Lip

Sync last year. “Lip Sync was a
lot of fun... I love participating
in it,” expressed Graves.
“It doesn’t really matter to
me who wins or anything, but
it’s just really fun to see who
does what each year, because

Tiger Tailgate &
Food Truck Frenzy!
Sarah Kellner

Lifestyles Editor

On Friday, Oct. 17, Pacific will host a
brand-new event for the Homecoming
festivities. There will be a variety of
exquisite gourmet food trucks in the
Chris Kjeldsen Swimming Pool Parking
Lot from 6-8 p.m.
The University is no stranger to
food trucks: The E.A.T. (Easy Artisan
Takeout) Truck has been successful
thus far, allowing south campus goers
easy access to fresh, tasty meals.
However, the five other food trucks that
will accompany it at the Tiger Tailgate
will provide additional delicious
options.
Food trucks became particularly
trendy between 2007 to 2012, when
the economy took a turn for the
worst, according to Veronica An of
FoodieDaily.com. However, the idea
of food trucks has allowed culinary
experts to take sample vehicles and turn
them into mobile gourmet restaurants.
“I would even go so far as to say that
food trucks are the culinary equivalent
of start-up companies; they are usually
small passion projects that transition
into businesses,” An added.

Food trucks offer casual, affordable
meals to customers while allowing
creativity in the kitchen. Pacific
supports this subculture of crafty
kitchen gurus and has centered an
event around its idea of affordability
and connection.
“This is a brand-new event, and we are
excited to bring our students, alumni,
parents, families and community
together to kick off Homecoming
weekend!” commented Kelli (Williams)
Page ’87, the executive director of
the Office of Alumni Relations. The
Passport to Pacific theme runs deep
with this event, as participation in
sampling this assortment of worldly
flavors only costs $15.
In addition, the first 500 visitors will
receive two drink coupons for wine,
beer or soft drinks and a $5 voucher to
spend at any food truck! To gain access,
students must download the Pacific
Tigers app and receive an “Award.”
This event is the perfect pre-game
for the Tiger Rally, which takes place
directly afterward in the Alex G. Spanos
Center! Grab a friend or a handful
of friends, and fill your bellies at this
unique event.

everyone is so creative in
their own ways and brings
something totally different,”
added Graves.
Graves expects Lip Sync
to be amplified this year
since it is in conjunction with
Midnight Mania. “I’m really
excited to see what happens
this year now that it’s going
to be in the Spanos Center,”
noted Graves.
After Lip Sync, Pacific’s
basketball teams will hit
the court for the first pep
rally of the season. The rally
introduces the men’s and
women’s basketball teams.
Last year, there was a slam
dunk contest, the women’s
basketball team danced to the
song “Soulja Boy” and prizes
were distributed, reports
Drew Jones ‘16, who attended
Midnight Mania.
At the Tiger Rally this
year, audience members can
expect a three-point shootout,
slam dunk contest and tugof-war with many giveaways,
reports ASuop Arts and
Entertainment Commissioner
Shannel Hawkins ‘15. K-Von,

a comedian and host of
MTV’s “Disaster Date,” will be
hosting the rally.
The Tiger Rally will feature
appearances
by
Pacific
athletes, and you may even
see one of the teams dance.
Basketball season is just
around the corner. Men’s
basketball will have their
first game on Nov. 8 at 7 p.m.
against Sonoma State at the
Alex G. Spanos Center. Hot
dogs will be just $1 for Dollar
Dog Day, which will also be in
conjunction with Kids Club
Night.
For the West Coast
Conference, men’s basketball
will take on San Francisco
State at home on Dec. 27.
Women’s basketball season
will have their first game on
Nov. 8 against San Francisco
State at the Alex G. Spanos
Center. The team will enter
the West Coast Conference on
Dec. 27 in San Francisco, and
their first WCC home game
will be on New Year’s Day. The
schedule is tentative and may
change according to potential
television matchups.

SHOW
OFF
YOUR
SMILE

Free Dental Hygiene Care for Pacific Students!
Our on-campus dental hygiene clinic offers convenient and affordable care to
the Pacific community. Services are FREE for Pacific students, and discounted
for faculty and staff. Your friends and family are also welcome to visit our
low-cost clinic.
Services include dental and general health screenings, preventive care
(cleanings), X-rays, sealants and fluoride treatments. Care is provided by
dental hygiene students under faculty supervision. Most insurance is accepted.
Call 209.946.7404 for an appointment
Office open Monday – Friday, 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Clinic appointments available on Mondays (1:15 p.m.) and
Wednesdays and Thursdays (8:15 a.m. and 1:15 p.m.)
Pacific Dental Care Clinic | Health Sciences Learning Center and Clinics
757 Brookside Road, 2nd Floor | Stockton, CA 95211
www.dental.pacific.edu click “Dental Services”
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Homecoming Parade: Passport to Pacific
Alex Rooney

Opinion Editor

University of the Pacific’s
Homecoming
Parade
is
back again, and this time it’s
expected to be even bigger
and better than last year’s
event.
Students in Pacific’s ASuop
have worked night and day for
weeks in order to make this
year’s parade their best show
yet.
After receiving feedback
last year from students
and alumni who were
disappointed that Lip Sync
and the Parade times were
so close together, ASuop
has changed up this year’s
schedule so that a whole new
event — which includes Lip
Sync and the Tiger Rally —
will occur on Friday night, so
that Saturday can be entirely
dedicated to the Homecoming
Parade.
So what can students,
community members and
alumni expect from this year’s
extravaganza?

Fahad Almenai
Ready for a parade? ASuop brings back “Passport to Pacific!” as this year’s homecoming theme.

In addition to the 11 floats
that will make their way down
the Miracle Mile route, there
will be 37 other groups that will
join in either cars or walking
the route with banners and
smiles. This year’s marshal,
Bill Coen, who has worked

with the development offices
at the University for 14 years,
will lead the parade.
Similar to the Macy’s
Thanksgiving Day Parade
in New York every year,
our parade will also have a
“performance zone” where

eight
different
groups,
including our very own Tiger
Dancers, will stop to perform
a routine. This area will be
located where Tuxedo Avenue
meets the Mile.
Spectators can also get
excited about seeing Pacific’s

first Homecoming court in
over 20 years as they ride
in convertibles through the
parade. The court is made up
of 10 court members, a female
and
male
representative
from each class who have
exemplified the qualities of an
outstanding Pacific student,
and then two additional
seniors who have been
crowned King and Queen.
This is a free, familyfriendly event that is expected
to draw large crowds from
the Pacific and Stockton
community alike, including
over 300 participants alone
actually walking along the
route.
ASuop is excited to
announce there will be food,
face painting, balloon animal
artists, giveaways and plenty
of Pacific pride to go around.
This year’s event will occur
this Saturday, Oct. 18, from
1-2:30 p.m. However, buses
will begin leaving from Burns
Tower here on campus to take
students to the parade route
starting at 11 a.m.

What’s new at Pacific?

University boasts new facilities

Sarah Yung
Copy Editor

Dr. Sam Suliman ‘03, ’07 received his
Doctorate of Dental Surgery from Pacific’s
Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry in San
Francisco, Calif.

For
returning
Tigers,
Homecoming is a chance to
see what has changed and
what has remained the same
since your time here at Pacific.
Well, this year brings many
changes to our illustrious
Stockton,
Calif.
campus,
including academic changes,
a new and improved Amos
Alonzo
Stagg
Memorial
Stadium and updates to our
sports teams.
On the academic front,
Pacific has announced a
merge between the theatre
arts and film studies majors.
The conflation of the film
studies and theatre arts into
one major, to be called the
“transmedia” major, comes
on the heels of department
initiative to further immerse
students in the world of film.
In addition, this merge will
allow the theatre department
to integrate new technologies.
Accordingly, the spring
show will display filmed
scenes
written
by
the
playwriting class, combined
with a revamp of the current

theatre production.
Other
academic
accomplishments
include
the 90th anniversary of the
esteemed Gladys L. Benerd
School of Education, and the
$3 million total fundraising
effort by Eberhardt School of
Business’ Student Investment
Fund, the third largest
student-run fund on the West
Coast.
In other news, Pacific
first publicized plans for the
renovation of the historic
Amos Alonzo Stagg Memorial
Stadium on Monday, Feb. 24,
2014.
A new athletic facility,
including new field hockey
and soccer fields, as well as
the Eve Zimmerman Tennis
Center, are slated to replace
the iconic stadium. The new
Pacific Field Hockey Turf
was recently unveiled on
Sept. 9 after a summer of
construction. As such, the
reconstruction of the soccer
fields and tennis center will
soon begin.
The tennis complex will
consist of 12 courts, a twostory, 4,000 square-foot
clubhouse, covered player

benches and a new electronic
scoreboard. Its construction
was
made
possible
in
part by the generous $1.5
million donation of Eve
Zimmerman ’84, a former
Pacific athlete who went on
to become a world-ranked
professional tennis player.
Zimmerman will be present
at the complex construction’s
commencement
ceremony,
which will be held on Friday,
Oct. 17 at 1 p.m.
As for sports updates,
Pacific suffered a devastating
loss last year of the men’s
volleyball team. However, the
blow was softened by Pacific
rejoining the West Coast
Conference in time for the
2013-14 year, participating
in 10 out of 14 of the WCC’s
sports: baseball, softball,
men’s and women’s basketball
and tennis, men’s golf, and
women’s cross country, soccer
and volleyball.
Now, Pacific gears up for
the 2014-15 season, with
men and women’s basketball
practice starting and the
women’s volleyball season
looking quite promising.
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FRIDAY, 10/17
Theater Performance:
Tennessee Williams’ One Acts
8 PM, Long Theatre

SATURDAY, 10/18
Chemistry is Orange & Black
11 AM, Classroom Building, Room 238
Social Media:
One Minute of Fame KPAC Radio
Be interviewed on the air about a Pacific
professor who changed your life
11 AM-Noon, KPAC Studio, PsyComm Building
Social Media:
What I Most Fondly Remember Video Clip
1 PM-5 PM, Room 12, PsyComm Building
Astrophysics with Professor “H”
3 PM, Olson Hall
Faculty Exhibition: How Do You Get There?:
Examples of the Creative Process
9 AM-4:30 PM, Reynolds Gallery
Artist Demonstration:
Draping Fabric on a Mannequin
4 PM Reynolds Gallery
Artist Demonstration: Screen Printing T-shirts
5 PM Reynolds Gallery
Proof that God Loves Us: A Craft Beer Tasting Event
5 PM McClure Patio
Gallery Reception: How Do You Get There?:
Examples of the Creative Process
6 PM Reynolds Gallery
Theater Performance:
Tennessee Williams’ One Acts
8 PM, Long Theater

HOMECOMING

IS HERE
OCTOBER 17-19, 2014
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THURSDAYS ARE OUR
UNIVERSITY NIGHTS!

Every 3rd Thursday 4-9pm

WE WOULD LIKE TO
SHOW OUR SUPPORT
Beauty
| Friendship
| Fun
FOR
THE| Fashion
UNIVERSITY
OF
Enjoy discounted beauty services & perks at 15+ local vendors and restaurants
THE PACIFIC TIGERS!
at Southern Exposure

GIRLS NIGHT OUT!
2323 Pacific Avenue Stockton, CA 95204 | 209.946.4247
*A portion of the proceeds benefits Up ’til Dawn for St. Jude Children’s Hospital

A decade of walking service 40 years of students
Jodi Tai

news editor

Before you even saw your
admission letter, chances are
you toured through campus,
armed with an enthusiastic
Pacific Ambassador. From
walking through the entire
school backwards, to offering
the most elaborate details
about the school, the orangeshirted tour guides have served
as role models and leaders to a
full decade of past, current and
potential students.
The Pacific Ambassadors
will be celebrating its 10th
anniversary this October.
To celebrate this milestone
and its decade of service
and leadership, the program
will
be
commemorating
its
Ambassadors
this
Homecoming weekend.
On Saturday, Oct. 18, all
current and alumni Pacific
Ambassadors
are
invited
to attend and register for
lunch at Valley Brew to enjoy
each other’s company and to
reminisce on old memories.
The
reunion
will
be
held from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Registration for the lunch
will be available through
Homecoming’s
registration.
Alumni are also encouraged
to attend the Homecoming
Parade and Taste of Pacific.
Since
the
program’s
inception, Pacific Ambassador
duties have extended to
“staffing
the
University
Welcome Center, presenting a
student view at admission yield
events and being available
upon request for any campus

event, to name a few; even
with the tremendous growth
of the program the pride, spirit
for Pacific and energy remains
intact,”
noted
Courtney
Sutton, the assistant director
of New and Student & Family
programs.
Sutton
describes
the
program as an all-around
good, stating, “Becoming a
Pacific Ambassador allows
for an opportunity to make

connections with prospective
and new students. As an
Ambassador, a prospective
student may choose to attend
Pacific because of their campus
tour or based on conversations
they have had at Preview Day.
The University considers the
Pacific Ambassadors the ‘Face
of Pacific!’”
Pacific
salutes
our
Ambassadors. Happy 10th
anniversary!

Randall Gee

advising students
student advisors

continued from page 5

well as attend a two-unit
training course and threeday team building retreat.
This
two-unit
class
targets and trains Student
Advisors in areas such as
safe-zone training, student
development
concepts,
leadership,
academic
rules
and
regulations,
study strategy skills and
instructions and more.
At the beginning of the
academic year, Student
Advisors are partnered
with faculty advisors to
assist with registration and
provide any other academic
information.
Then, throughout the
school year, these Advisors
maintain contact with
their students to help them
navigate their first year at
Pacific; Student Advisors
are trained in confidentiality
and are well-versed in the
many support resources
available on campus. They
hold office hours, as well as
host informational sessions
with helpful resources for
students.
“In addition to services
targeted
at
freshmen
and transfer students,
Student Advisors respond
to referrals made by
professional staff in the
department. Referrals are
sent to SASS staff directly

as well as through the
Referral Center process
by which faculty and staff
may refer students in need.
Referrals are made for
Student Advisors to provide
consultation and support
to
designated
peers,”
elaborated Anders.
Throughout the years,
Student Advisors have
evolved and grown to
include a special program
of the Student Advisor
in Residence, which are
Student Advisors who
provide live-in support
within
the
First-Year
Residential
Learning
Communities.
“Student Advising has
changed with the times to
ensure support provided
is relevant and timely for
new students. While trends
and even communication
methods, such as online
communication,
have
evolved over time, the
heart and essence of the
program has remained true
to preparing experience,”
explained Anders.
This
Homecoming
anniversary
celebration
will be held at Valley Brew
on Sat, Oct. 18 at 11 a.m. In
attendance will be Student
Advising alumni from the
inaugural program class,
current Student Advisors,
as well as Student Affairs
professionals and Pacific
Ambassadors. Be sure to
mark your calendars!
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On your Coming soon: Pacific welcomes
mark, get U.S. Ambassador Peter Allgeier
set, paddle!
Nanxi Tang

general manager

Christine Viney

Contributing reporter

What do “Catch-22,”
Ajax and the Flying
Dutchman all have in
common? All were boats
racing in the Eighth
Annual Cardboard Boat
Regatta on Friday, Oct.
10.
The boat races are
yearly challenges for
students in the Dean's
Seminar for the School
of Engineering and
Computer
Sciences.
Students
from
the
seminar are divided into
groups and tasked with
building a viable boat
out of cardboard and
duct tape.
Groups who build
boats for the regatta are
limited to 18 pounds of
single-ply
cardboard
and duct tape. Two

students from the group
are required to climb
into their boat and use
their arms to paddle
between the buoys set in
the pool.
This year, 39 boats
raced in 10 heats. While
many of the boats sank
soon after launch, a lucky
few, including A Shore
Thing and The Flying
Dutchman, were able
to complete the course.
Each successful boat was
timed completing the
course, and the times
were tallied.
Associate
Dean
Louise Stark, who has a
doctorate and Professor
of
Electrical
and
Computer Engineering,
served as the event
announcer. She will
name the winners of the
Cardboard Boat Regatta
next week. Stay tuned!

On Monday, Oct.
20, Ambassador Peter
Allgeier will speak
at the Janet Leigh
Theatre. This event,
sponsored by Pacific’s
School of International
Studies, is titled “The
Services
Revolution:
America’s International
Advantage?”
Allgeier
became
the
president
of
the
Coalition
of
Service Industries in
September of 2012
after serving at the
Office of United States
Trade Representative
as a negotiator for U.S.
trade initiatives for
nearly three decades.
Allgeier graduated
cum laude from Brown
University with an
A.B. in international
relations and went on
to earn a Master’s in
international relations
from Johns Hopkins
University.
According to the

Coalition of Service
Industries
website,
“During his career
at
USTR,
Allgeier
has conducted major
negotiations
with
countries throughout
Asia, Europe (including
the
former
Soviet
Union), the Middle
East, and Latin America
and the Caribbean, as
well as multilateral
negotiations in the
United
Nations,
the
World
Trade
Organization,
and
its
predecessor
organization,
the
General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade.
These negotiations
have included: free
trade
agreements;
elimination/reduction
of foreign tariffs and
non-tariff barriers on
U.S. goods and services;
bilateral
investment
treaties; improvements
in
foreign
laws
governing
patents,
trademarks
and
copyrights; government
procurement; removal

e15initiative
U.S. Ambassador Peter Allgeier comes to Pacific.

of
foreign
export
subsidies; and treaties
normalizing
U.S.
trade and investment
relations
with
the
countries of Eastern
Europe and the former
Soviet Union.”
Allgeier has received
many honors for his
work in his field.
In 1988, President
Reagan awarded him
with the Presidential

Distinguished
Rank
Award. He is also
the
recipient
of
the
Distinguished
Service
Award
from
Washington
International
Trade
Association
and
Woodrow
Wilson
Distinguished Alumnus
Award from Johns
Hopkins
University
School of Advanced
International Studies.

Preview: Pacific Legal Scholar hosts panel:
“Domestic Violence, Sexual Assault & Elderly Abuse”
Jodi Tai

news editor

Edna Rush
Clement Garcia ‘18 and Colin Strong ‘17 paddle on.

Neptune’s Chariot cuts through the water.

Edna Rush

Violence. Why does
it happen, and how can
we stop it? Next week on
Thursday, Oct 23, the
Pacific Legal Scholars
Program will be hosting
"Domestic
Violence,
Sexual
Assault
&
Elderly Abuse.”
The panel will be
featuring three guest
speakers to discuss
preventative measures
applicable both on
and off campus. The
cadre of guest speakers
includes
Suzanne
Schultz, the Family
Crimes Coordinator for
the San Joaquin County
District
Attorney's
Office;
Michael
J.
Mulvihill,
Jr.,
the
Chief Deputy District

Attorney for the San
Joaquin County District
Attorney's Office; and
Kristine M. Reed, the
San Joaquin County
Supervising
Deputy
District Attorney for the
Child Abuse and Sexual
Assault Unit.
The discussion will
focus on the many
forms of violent crime
and what constitutes
domestic
violence
and sexual assault.
The
presentation
will also show true
cases of families and
their stories of abuse,
addressing
elderly
abuse as well. According
to Rosie Barboza, the
administrative assistant
for the Pacific Legal
Scholars Program, the
hope of this event is

to raise awareness of
violence and to instruct
students on how to
address and prevent
rape and other violent

crimes in college, and
beyond. Courtesy of the
Pacific Legal Scholars,
this event is free and
open to all students.

Media Photo Bucket
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Praise for “Berlin to Broadway”
Nicole Felkins
editor-in-chief

Pacific Operatic Theatre performed in “Berlin
to Broadway with Kurt Weill: A Musical Voyage”
on Sunday, Oct. 2 in the Alex and Jeri Vereschagin
Alumni House.
Each song was pulled from a variety of pieces by
Kurt Weill (1900-1950), such as “The Threepenny
Opera,” reports the University’s website.
“These are very interesting pieces written over
a period of time,” commented Giulio Ongaro, the
dean of the Conservatory of Music. Weill, a German
composer popular in the United States, is described
as “one of the most versatile and influential theater
composers of the twentieth century” by the Kurt
Weill Foundation for Music.
In the conference room of the Alumni House, a
piano with a lamppost attached to it was set in the
middle of the room and tables encircled it. Three
steps were arranged around the piano to give the
performers, dressed in vintage apparel, a pedestal.
The performance began with an introduction
and seven songs from “The Threepenny Opera,”
including “Mack the Knife” and “Barbara Song.” The
next four songs were pulled from “Happy End,” and
a few selections were pulled from “Johnny Johnson”
and “Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny.”
A triad of songs, such as “Ain’t It Awful the Heat?,”
were selected from “Street Scene,” which Musical
Digest in 1947 opined to be “the best contemporary
musical production to grace any American stage,”
reports the foundation. Two songs, including “The
Saga of Jenny,” were picked from “Lady in the
Dark,” which the Boston Globe greatly admired in
a 2000 review:
“In its scope and complexity of invention the
score stands as one of the half-dozen finest ever
composed for Broadway.”
The performance ended with two songs from
“Lost in the Stars.”

Photo c/o Eva Tamsky
Soloists Eva Tamsky ‘17 (left) and Sarah Phelan ‘15 (right)
performed the Musical Voyage decked in vintage apparel.

Burr Phillips was the music director and James
Haffner served as the stage director. Amanda Tonkin
was the stage manager and Jacqueline Santoni
worked as the assistant stage manager, states the
program guide.
“Setting sail in 1920s Berlin, Mr. Weill’s crosscontinental and international travels are described
with immaculately crafted narration surrounded by
the composer’s most noteworthy works,” declared
the University’s website.

In a setting Natalie Zorovic ‘90 described
as intimate, audience members sat close to the
performers. “I was just in awe,” expressed Zorovic.
Ann Chargin, a judge that graduated from
Humphreys Law School in Stockton, Calif., “loved
the performance,” and believed the performers
were well-prepared. “It was excellent,” confirmed
Chargin.
Zorovic, a graduate from Pacific’s Conservatory
and now a music director at a church, asserted the
singers had excellent voices, were well-coordinated
and danced in sync.
Zorovic thought the energy and enthusiasm
were incredible, and she enjoyed being so close to
the action. “I’m glad I did this,” reflected Zorovic,
who traveled from Sacramento, Calif. to witness the
performance.
Miniature desserts were on a tray at each table,
and guests could choose from red and white wine,
as well as water.
Gene Lerner, one of the play’s original producers,
devised the text and format, and Newton Wayland
provided the musical arrangements, states the
program guide. The performance was presented
through a special arrangement by Music Theatre
International.
Ongaro revealed that the conservatory puts on
over 120 events each year. “We are very proud of
the fact that we think we are a huge resource for the
arts in San Joaquin County.” Ongaro contends that
audience members can expect high-quality singing,
acting and music.
Ongaro revealed that the spring performance is
fully-staged, while the fall performance is more of a
cabaret and less grand.
Pacific Opera Theatre will perform Mozart’s “The
Goose of Cairo” in collaboration with the University
Symphony Orchestra between March 19-21 at 8 p.m.
and March 22 at 2 p.m. in the Faye Spanos Concert
Hall.

‘Tis better to G.I.V.E. than to receive
Michael Orozco Jr.

Contributing reporter

It’s the season of G.I.V.E-ing
again! Groups Involved in Voluntary
Efforts (G.I.V.E.) has resumed their
competition and is calling on all
organizations, whether they be clubs,
sororities, fraternities or campus
organizations, to start logging hours
for all the community service and
events you do this year! Just as a
reminder, community service must be
performed for the greater community.
Guidelines can be found at www.
pacific.edu/reachout.
Awards will be given at the end of
the year for the groups that log the
highest total hours and highest total
hours per member. Please register
your organization by filling out a
G.I.V.E. Organization Registration and
return to the Center for Community
Involvement by Oct. 20 at 5 p.m.
These can be found on the website and
in the center.
Please do not set up your
organization as an agency, as that is

not related to the competition.
Important notes about what will
count as service include: your service
must be non-paid, the activity or event
must be charitable, the event or service
must be facilitated or supervised by
an official, non-profit organization,
volunteer hours proselytizing religious
and partisan political groups are not
eligible and the event or service must
benefit the community and must take
place within an 80-mile radius of
Stockton.
Some helpful tips to keep the hours
coming in are to use the Center for
Community Involvement’s online

database of non-profit organizations
to find volunteer opportunities that
your organization can do together. For
events specific to your organization,
fill out a “Volunteer Event Request”
form before the event.
The CCI will post it on Reach Out
Online and your members will be
able to log their hours immediately
following the event.
Direct comments and questions
regarding the G.I.V.E. Competition
should be emailed to the cci@pacific.
edu. Don’t forget to continuously
check Reach Out Online for future
volunteer opportunities, get involved!

Photos c/o CCI
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Topic of the week:

Private Universities

Alice Scarlett Baker
Staff Reporter

Private universities offer a
better learning environment,
as they have the advantage of
intimate classes, a small facultyto-student ratio and more
personalized service.
Public universities enroll
more students than they can
provide for. This applies not just
to classes, but to financial aid,
library seating, cafeteria seating
and even housing.
It’s a rare professor who
can memorize all 700 of their
students every semester. It’s
difficult to clearly understand
concepts or ask questions when
sitting in the back of a stadiumsized classroom.
At
private
universities,
professors also serve as advisors.
Since they teach the curriculum,
they know the workload and
their students’ strengths and
weaknesses. They can offer
specific sage advice as opposed

to generalized advice.
There are more personalized
services offered at private
universities. Recruiters offer
mock interviews, presentations,
lectures and workshops that
are smaller in scale and more
personable.
The
Career
Center,
Multicultural Center, Financial
Aid Office and Admissions
Office are able to offer a more
personalized offering of services.
The line for financial aid,
admissions and cafeterias is
either nonexistent or minimal
compared to public universities.
At
private
universities,
students are more than just a
seat in an overcrowded room or
a person in a never-ending line:
They are names and stories to
the private university faculty.
The faculty is able to offer more
personalized
opportunities
of growth, instead of general
guidance,
which
ultimately
equates to a better learning
environment.

Trevor Mone

Staff Reporter

When it comes time to
choose a university for your
undergraduate studies, one
of the first choices you make
is to attend a state or private
school. While private schools
have great qualities, for
most students attending a
state-funded school is more
appropriate.
One reason is that public
universities do not specialize
as much as private ones. It is
common for an undergraduate
to change her/his major
before deciding upon a field of
study.
State schools offer students
opportunities to choose from
the arts, social sciences,
humanities and sciences. This
gives them opportunities to
try different fields, with each
receiving relatively equal
funding and similar overall
quality.

CON
Secondly, state schools
routinely have lower tuition
costs. With many students
paying for school through
student loans, attending
a public school as an
undergraduate equates to
less time paying loans and
having more money saved
after graduation. University
of the Pacific students are
fortunate to have a plethora
of opportunities for different
types of aid, but some private
schools charge students over
$49,000 per year with fewer
financial aid opportunities,
which makes the first few
years
after
graduation
difficult.
While
private
schools
are great for graduates,
undergraduates benefit from
attending a state school over a
private school by having more
academic options and fewer
financial burdens during
school and upon graduation.

The importance of voting as a young person
Thomas Levy

Staff Reporter

Since its foundation, the United
States has been pushing the
boundaries of social liberties for its
citizens. Over the last two and a half
centuries, we have been in a sustained
era of overriding social kinks that have
limited civilizations for the last several
millennia.
What made this country such
a standout endeavor during its
foundation was the departure from
dynasty-driven
monarchies
and
oligarchies that had little regard for
their constituents. In essence, we as
citizens are given the right to vote into
power officials who we believe will do

the right thing in leading our nation
on the world stage.
As the future of this country
it is important for young adults,
specifically those ages 18-24, to
understand voting is more of a duty
than it is a right. According to 2012
census reports, voting rates of that
demographic was slightly under 40
percent, which leaves a significant
majority of youthful voices completely
unheard. We live in an exciting time
in history and it is critical for those
who have even the slightest regard for
shaping the world to speak up.
There are a couple things to take
into account when it comes to voting.
More often than not during an election
there will be several candidates

working to earn your vote. It may be
likely that none of them even deserve
your vote, as it seems their stances on
issues are so complex that it becomes
hard to back everything they stand
for. Choosing to abstain from voting,
however, is the wrong decision in any
instance. Those numbers add up and
leave a lot of people misrepresented.
Elections are more than just
candidacy. Ballot measures give
power directly to the voters and
allocate resources in order to benefit
the lives of communities. Take, for
example, California’s Proposition 1, or
the Water Bond, during November’s
election. We can either allow or
disallow over $7 billion to be spent to
improve drinking water quality and

groundwater storage among other
water-related issues that directly
affect California’s entire population.
More important than whether or not
the bill passes is casting a vote that
tells officials what we really think.
Young voters need to have a voice
in the way the world works because
we will ultimately be stuck with
decisions longer than any other
age demographic. The belief that a
single vote doesn’t matter discounts
democracy and is responsible for
hundreds of thousands of citizens
not standing up for their values.
Nonvoters won’t get the satisfaction
of complaining when the going gets
tough.
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Work smarter, not harder:

Tips for studying and using your time more wisely

Alice Scarlett Baker
Staff reporter

Cramming for an exam has
hardly ever produced stellar
results.
Even if you get a good score,
chances are you won’t retain
the material. Here are 10 tips
for more efficient studying.
1) Change up your study
location.
Quickly
review
your notes before class in
the hallway. Study in one of
the adirondack chairs on the
DeRosa University Center
lawn while enjoying the
California sunshine. Even
changing up your normal
study spot in the library can
help train your brain to retain
the information.
2)
Gain
inspiration.
Everyone at some point feels

overworked, underpaid and
just plain exhausted. Start
your study session spending
five minutes to get inspired.
Write down your goals. Look
back. Check your horoscope.
Google “inspirational quotes.”
Watch funny videos on
YouTube. Call your family. Do
whatever you need to do to be
successful.
3) Review is the key
to retention. The initial
process of learning the
information
starts
with
studying. Reviewing is what
will drive the information
home and make it more
likely to stick. According to
a New York Times article,
“Studies have shown that for
a student to learn and retain
information like historical
events, vocabulary words or

science definitions, it’s best
to review the information
one to two days after first
studying it.” Reviewing also
helps assess what concepts
have been retained and what
to concentrate on.
4) Study with a friend.
Talking about and discussing
the material really helps
reinforce the concepts. This
study strategy works better
with intimate groups, as large
study groups tend to have
problems staying on-topic.
5) Space out the material.
Trying to cram 10 chapters
in the night before the exam
is overwhelming. Spacing out
the material over a few days
helps make the material more
manageable and increases
retention.
6) Schedule study periods

into your planner. Review
your upcoming schedule and
pencil in study time. College
students are notoriously busy
and it’s difficult to remember
all time commitments. Plan
ahead, know your schedule
and make study dates with
yourself or friends.
7) Use study aids to
reinforce
the
material.
Creating flashcards can be a
great interactive way to learn.
The 3 x 5 notecard is the
flashcard standard, as it’s easy
to carry around and quickly
review. Several homework
websites such as Connect offer
online flashcards. Two free
flashcard apps are Evernote
Peek and StudyBlue.
8) Sleep really does matter.
A good night’s sleep will leave
you with plenty of fresh brain

power to conquer the exam.
“The first half of the sleep cycle
helps with retaining facts; the
second half is important for
math skills,” reports the NYT.
Yes, math majors, that means
sleeping in is good for you.
9)
Reward
yourself.
College can feel like a neverending assault of homework,
quizzes,
papers,
exams
and
presentations.
Plan
the rewards beforehand:
small rewards for small
assignments, large rewards
for exams. Rewards can range
from extra video game time to
Tiger Yogurt to a new outfit.
Remember this quote from
one of the founding fathers of
the United States, Benjamin
Franklin: “By failing to
prepare, you are preparing to
fail.”

HoTSPOT EATERIES

Check out the Miracle Mile over Homecoming weekend!

Miracle Mile Stockton

Emily Olson

Staff Reporter

Homecoming is a time for
remembering old friends, visiting
once-familiar places and celebrating
Pacific traditions.
But all of this reminiscing and
nostalgia-invoking
might
enable
you to make Homecoming a time to
explore the new in an unexpected way:
by working up your appetite.
This weekend, take a break from
the festivities to experience novel food
hotspots so close (all can be found on
Pacific Avenue) they’re practically an
extension of campus.

The strip of street locals call the
Miracle Mile is a veritable food mecca
and, located less than a mile south of
campus, you can afford to take the
pilgrimage.
The restaurants found here have
been inspired by the same cultural
diversity that keeps Stockton unique.
In other words, there’s originality
here, and you’re going to want a taste
of it.
Sushi lovers should check out
CocoRo Japanese Bistro and see
for themselves what happens when
Stocktonites apply culinary creativity
to ethnic tradition.

At the newly-opened Valley
Brewing Company (just off the side
street Adams), families and goodfood fans can enjoy a burger, a serious
salad or (true to the name) a beer from
a selection of local brewers.
Not up for a full meal? Grab a
drink or snack in the hipster hangout
Empresso Coffeehouse or — for
something the opposite of caffeinated
— put your feet up with friends at the
modern Ave Bar.
Drive North on Pacific Avenue and
you will arrive at a hub of Stockton
eateries located within Lincoln Center.
Here you can experience an authentic

Mediterranean meal at Papapavlo’s
Bistro and Bar.
Or you can treat yourself to organic,
gourmet goodness in the upscale
(but not over-the-top) atmosphere
of Market Tavern. Those looking to
pair Homecoming weekend with the
perfect local fish fare will find that
Bud’s Seafood Grille is the perfect
place to not just satisfy, but impress
with its elegant dishes.
So when the hustle of Homecoming
has you hungry, take the opportunity
to adventure. You may even find the
food terrific enough to make a new
tradition.
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RECRUITING OUR FIRST CLASS

NEW AUDIOLOGY PROGRAM
IN DOWNTOWN SAN FRANCISCO
of
“Employment
audiologists is

The University of the Pacific is pleased to announce that it is accepting
applications for its Doctorate of Audiology (Au.D.) program at Pacific’s
downtown San Francisco campus. The program will admit its first cohort
of students in Fall 2015 pending approval from WASC and the two
national audiology accrediting agencies.

expected to grow by
34% from 2012 to
2022, much faster
than the average for
all occupations.

”

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics
of the U.S. Department of Labor.

Are you interested?
Join us for an Informational Open House here in Stockton!
Tuesday, October 21
6:00 – 8:00 p.m.
757 Brookside Road
Program Highlights
• This will be the first Doctor of Audiology program
in Northern California.
• It will be a three-year accelerated program, one
of the few in the country and the only one in
California.
• Class size will be approximately 20 – 22
students per year.

Chan Family Health Sciences
Learning Center and Clinics
Room 110-111
• The new Audiology Clinic on the San Francisco
Campus (opening October 2014), along with
collaborations with many Northern California
medical and audiology centers, will provide
student clinical experiences.
• The Audiology Clinic on the Stockton Campus
will serve as an additional clinical site for
students.

For more information, contact Rupa Balachandran, Ph.D.,
!"#$%&%'()*+%'+,-).$+/01%+),1)+2,&,03,4#+,456,0$708/#")
or 415-400-8225.
More details about the Au.D. program and the application process are
available on www.pacific.edu/aud
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Pacific drops two Athlete of
and falls to fifth the Week
place in WCC

Ben Stevenson ‘17
Attacker Ben Stevenson ’17 scored a game-winning overtime goal, guiding Pacific to a
victory over No. 6 UCSB and their first win over a higher-ranked opponent. He scored six
times over the course of the SoCal tournament, hosted by UCLA, leading the Tigers to two
wins over No. 10 Princeton as well as the Gauchos. (Photo c/o Micaela Todd)

Edna Rush
Outside hitter Lexi Elman ‘17 goes for the kill in the matchup against BYU.

Drew Jones

Sports Editor

Women’s
volleyball
suffered two tough losses
this past weekend against
conference foes. The Tigers
hosted No. 10 BYU on
Thursday and San Diego on
Friday. Despite taking the
first set against the Cougars,
Pacific fell, 3-1. The following
day, San Diego came from
behind to run away with the
final set.
The
Tigers
came
out firing in the start of
Thursday’s
matchup;
however, BYU quickly laid
down the hammer and took
the three remaining sets,
giving Pacific their fourth
loss of the season. The
Cougars improved to 6-0 in
the West Coast Conference
and remain the conference
leader.
Opposite Kat Schulz ’16
led the Tigers with 16 kills
and 12 digs, and outside
hitter Lexi Elman ’17
followed suit with 12 kills
and 14 digs. Schulz achieved
her sixth double-double of
the season, while Elman
posted her seventh. Also
notably, Elman tallied two

aces. Libero Katrin Gotterba
’18 rounded out the defense
with 16 digs on the evening.
Pacific faced off against
the reigning WCC champions
the following day. Even with
a strong start, the Tigers
were unable to hold on until
the finish, dropping their
third loss at home.
The matchup was a catand-mouse game, as both
teams continued to go back
and forth throughout. Pacific
took the first two sets by
a two-point margin and
dropped the last remaining
sets, giving San Diego their
fifth win in conference.
Elman led once again with
17 kills and 18 digs. Gotterba
tallied 23 digs. Pacific had
15 total blocks and a .185
hitting percentage.
The Tigers hit the road
for Gonzaga and Portland.
Gonzaga is currently in
fourth place in WCC, just
one game ahead of Pacific.
Portland is 0-6 in Conference
and tied for last place with
Saint Mary’s. The Tigers
return home on Thursday,
Oct. 23 to host San Francisco
at 7 p.m. in the Alex G.
Spanos Center.

Weekly home SCHEDULE
FIELD HOCKEY
Friday, Oct. 17
vs. No. 7 Stanford
3 p.m.
Pacific Field Hockey Turf
Saturday, Oct. 18
vs. UC Davis
3:30 p.m.
Pacific Field Hockey Turf

TIGER RALLY: UNITED WE ROAR
New event combining
Lip Sync and
Midnight Mania!
Friday, Oct. 17
8 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos Center

For more information, check out the official Pacific
Athletics website at pacifictigers.com.
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